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Abstract

Despite advances in hand detection and hand tracking, ro-
bust hand segmentation remains a challenging task in many
gesture recognition systems. Problems can be caused by
a variety of factors, such as changing illumination and
background clutter. We compare the most commonly used
visual cues for hand segmentation, namely skin colour
and background subtraction, applied both separately and
combined. All three approaches are evaluated on video-
data recorded with different backgrounds and under vary-
ing lighting conditions using a standard evaluation scheme
based on overlapping masks. Additionally, we introduce a
new evaluation scheme based on global histograms of ori-
ented gradients.

1 Introduction

Hand gesture recognition is a crucial part in many systems
for vision-based human computer interaction (e.g. [1]),
sign language recognition (e.g. [2]) and other applications
such as hand washing quality assessment (e.g. [3]).

To recognize hand gestures in a videostream, a com-
puter vision system must perform both spatial and temporal
gesture segmentation. Spatial gesture segmentation is the
problem of determining where the gesturing hand(s) are lo-
cated in each video frame. Temporal gesture segmentation
is the problem of determining when the gesture starts and
ends [4]. This paper addresses the problem of spatial ges-
ture segmentation.

Hand segmentation remains a challenging task de-
spite advances in hand detection and hand tracking (e.g.
[5, 6]. Existing recognition methods often require as input
the location of the hands which is unrealistic in most real-
world scenarios. Problems for hand segmentation can be
caused by a variety of factors, such as changing illumina-
tion, low video quality video and background clutter. The
two most commonly used visual cues for hand segmenta-
tion are skin colour and background subtraction.

Surveys on techniques related to skin colour detection
are provided in [7, 8]. A promising approach by Alon, et al.
[4], combines skin colour histograms from [9] with motion
cues to detect multiple candidate hand regions.

One of the first publications addressing the problem
of hand gesture recognition [10] uses background subtrac-

tion to extract the moving objects. In [11] background sub-
traction is used to obtain hand gesture shape.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
present the methods based on skin colour and background
subtraction. The captured video material used for the ex-
periments and the evaluation schemes are described in Sec-
tion 3. The results are presented and discussed in Section
4 and Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines the future
work.

2 Method

In this section, the implemented methods are described.
First the background subtraction and shadow detection,
next the skin detection and finally a combination of both
algorithms to make the most of the advantages of each one.

2.1 Background Subtraction and Shadow Detection

The basic idea of background subtraction is to subtract the
current image from a reference image that models the back-
ground scene. Obviously the capturing system has to be
fixed and the background static. Although the hands are
the only objects which are moving in the field of view, the
algorithm is susceptible to both global and local illumina-
tion changes such as shadows, so a detection and treatment
of these problems is needed to achieve satisfying results.

Background Subtraction Rather than explicitly model-
ing the values of the pixels as one particular kind of distri-
bution, like average, mean, etc., each pixel is modeled by a
mixture ofK Gaussian distributions [12], whose mean and
variance is adapted over time. The probability that a certain
pixel has a valueXt at timet can be written as:
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For computational reasons the covariance matrices
are isotropic so it can be expressed as:

Σi,t = σ2
i,tI (3)

Given a new data sampleXt at timet, the recursive
equations to update the model are [13]:

ωi = ωi + α(θi − ωi) (4)
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)δi (5)
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whereα is the learning rate andδi = Xt − µi. For a new
sample the ownershipθi is set to 1 if the sample matches
with a component of the mixture (sorted by the value ofω

σ )
and 0 for the remaining models. The matching is defined
by the Mahalanobis distance between the sample and the
gaussian component of the mixture and a threshold. If there
is no matching, a new component is generated withωi+1 =
α, µi+1 = Xt andσi+1 = σ0, whereσ0 is a predefined
initial variance. If the maximum number of components
has been reached, the component with the smallest weight
is discarded. Figure 1 shows the result of this step.

Figure 1: Original image (left) and background
subtraction result (right).

Shadow Detection As can be seen in Figure 1 (right),
the background subtraction step detects all the moving ob-
jects that do not belong to any component of the mixture,
so cast shadows are also segmented as foreground. To re-
move these shadow pixels, the colour model proposed in
[14] is used. It separates brightness from the chromaticity
component using brightness distortion(bt) and chromatic-
ity distortion(CDt). The method is based on the idea that
a shadow decreases the brightness of the pixel but keeps the
chromaticity. The model is defined as follows:
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WhereX is the current pixel of the image,µ is the mean
intensity of the pixel in the background model (highest
weighted component) andσ is the variance of the gaus-
sian component, in the respective colour channels R, G, B.
Finally a normalization of that parameters is used:

b̂t =
bt − 1√

PN+t
i=t

(bi−1)2

N

(9)

ĈDt =
CDt√

PN+t
i=t

(CDi)2

N

(10)

where N is the number of frames to evaluate the parameters.
A pixel is classified to be part of a shadow if it has a small
normalized chromaticity distortion and a lower brighness
value than the background. More specifically, a pixel is
labeled as a cast shadow if the following conditions hold:

ĈDt < TCD (11)

bmin < b̂t < 1 (12)

Figure 2 shows the result after applying the shadow detec-
tion method and a neighbourhood filtering.

Figure 2: Result of the shadow detection step after
background subtraction.

2.2 Skin Detection

The skin detection method mainly comprises three steps:
Lighting compensation, the actual histogram-based skin
detection and a mask refinement based on morfological op-
erations.

Adaptive Light Compensation To deal with varying
ambient lighting conditions, a lighting compensation is per-
formed to achieve robust measurement of skin colour in
the subsequent step. The grey-world approach presented
in [15] is used, which is based on the assumption that the
spatial average of surface reflectance in a scene is achro-
matic. Since the light reflected from an achromatic surface
is changed equally at all wavelengths, it follows that the
spatial average of the light leaving the scene will be of the
colour of the incident illumination.

The grey-world algorithm is implemented using a
scale factorsi, i ∈ {R, G, B} for each colour component
of each pixel such that:
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where⊗ means element wise multiplication. The
scale factors are defined as:

sR =
Cstd

Ravg
, sG =

Cstd

Gavg
, sB =

Cstd

Bavg
(14)

with
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and

Cstd =

∑m
i (max(Ri, Gi, Bi) + min(Ri, Gi, Bi))

2n
(16)

Herem stands for the number of pixels in the image
andn stands for the number of non-black pixels in the im-
age to avoid over compensation in images with dark back-
ground.

Skin Detection The pre-processed frame with the afore-
mentioned compensation is the input for the skin detec-
tion module. Skin and non-skin probability densities are
estimated through histograms. The Bayes formula is em-
ployed to estimate the skin/non-skin probability given the
RGB values of a pixel:

P (SKIN|RGB)

=
p(RGB|SKIN)p(SKIN)

p(RGB|SKIN)p(SKIN) + p(RGB|NON-SKIN)p(NON-SKIN)
(17)

The probability densities in the right hand side of (17)
is estimated using a training set. The skin detection results
in a skin probability maskMprob(i, j) where each element
represents the probability of the respecting pixel to be skin.

A binary skin maskMbin(i, j) is produced by apply-
ing a carefully selected thresholdτ on the probability mask.
A pixel (i, j) is classified as a skin pixel ifMprob(i, j) > τ .
Otherwise it is considered to be a non-skin pixel. The value
of τ is experimentally determined to be0.2.

Skin Mask Refinement The skin mask provided by the
aforementioned skin detection step may contain errors
originating from several sources. Therefore, to refine the
skin mask, the steps followed are:

1. Dilation: To remove holes within the skin mask, a
morphological dilation operator is applied on the bi-
nary skin mask.

2. Connected component analysis: To identify arms and
hands and to get rid of small regions which were mis-
takenly classified as skin region, a connected compo-
nent analysis, based on 8-neighborhood, is performed.
The connected regions with area smaller than a certain
threshold is not considered for further analysis.

3. Erosion: Small anomalies at the boundaries of the
mask are removed by the morphological erosion op-
erator.

In both erosion and dilation a3 × 3 rectangular structuring
element is used. After the refinement procedure the final
skin mask is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Result of the skin detection step.

2.3 Combined method

A combination of both methods was also implemented.
Thus, hand movements are detected in the same way by
background subtraction and shadow detection, and only the
pixels with high probability to be skin are kept. For this
purpose, the general threshold used by the skin detector
is reduced to a minimum value, to increase the detection
range. The results of the combined method can be seen in
Figure 4 when the skin detector fails and in Figure 5 when
the background subtraction fails.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Results of the three methods implemented. a)
Original image. b) Background subtraction and shadow

detection. c) Skin detection. d) Combined method.



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Results of the three methods implemented. a)
Original image. b) Background subtraction and shadow

detection. c) Skin detection. d) Combined method.

3 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the system, 8 videos have
been captured under different illumination conditions and
different backgrounds. The first 100 frames of each video
contain only background and the following frames contain
shadows and/or moving hands. More detailed characteris-
tics of the videos are listed below:

• Video 1: White background with strong shadows.

• Video 2: Dark background.

• Video 3: Complex background containing wood.

• Video 4: High illuminated background (floor lights).

• Video 5: Mixed dark and white background.

• Video 6: White background and very dark illumina-
tion.

• Video 7: White background with highlights.

• Video 8: Complex background and dark illumination.

A ground-truth dataset for each video was manually
created by labeling each frame with the two classes, hand
and non-hand. In total, the ground-truth dataset comprises
2113 frames.

All three approaches are evaluated using a standard
evaluation scheme based on overlapping masks, obtaining
the specificity (18) and sensibility (19), which are defined
as:

Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
(18)

whereTN is the number of true negatives andFP the
number of false positives, and

Sensivity =
TP

TP + FN
(19)

whereTP is the number of true positives andFN the num-
ber of false negatives.

Additionally, we introduce a new evaluation scheme
based on global histograms of oriented gradients (HOG).
While the traditional evaluation based on mask overlap
evaluates the result only pixelwise, this evaluation scheme
also takes the shape of the segment into account. To ex-
tract the HOG, the gradient image is computed and split
into cells which are square regions with a predefined size.
For each cell, histograms of gradients are computed by
accumulating votes into bins for each orientation. These
votes are weighted with the magnitude of the gradient vec-
tor. The cell histograms are also normalised and the final
HOG is constructed by concatenating these cell histograms.
Comparing the HOG of the ground-truth and the computed
mask from the segmentation methods by using a distance
metric allows to evaluate how accurate the segmentation is
computed. We implemented the following distance met-
rics: Euclidean distance,χ2-distance, Bhattacharyya dis-
tance and correlation – however, we only present results
for the Euclidean distance and correlation, as the other dis-
tances did not show any remarkable differences to the Eu-
clidean distance.

4 Results

In this section, the result of the three methods is presented.

In Figure 6 the specificity of each method for each
video is shown. The value is near 1 in all cases, which
means almost no negatives are incorrectly tagged as posi-
tive in the three methods. The sensitivity (Figure 7) shows
how well the algorithms recognize the positive samples. In
this case skin detection obtains a value lower than 0.8 in
many videos, especially under dark or bright illumination
conditions (videos 2, 4, 6 and 8) and complex backgrounds
(videos 3 and 5). The other methods have a good perfor-
mance except for video 6 due to the very dark illumination.

Figures 8 and 9 depict the results of the newly pro-
posed evaluation method. The HOG correlation verifies the
conclusion of the sensitivity, that skin detection is highly
sensitive to illumination changes. Furthermore, the Eu-
cludian distance shows that the conditions of the videos 3,
5 and 6 (corresponding to complex backgrounds and very
dark illumination) are very challenging for skin detection,
while the results for background subtraction are stable.

As a conclusion of the comparison of the three meth-
ods, figures 10 and 11 finally reveal that skin detection is
not enough to cover all the possible cases of illumination
conditions or backgrounds. This is shown by the low val-
ues in sensitivity and HOG correlation, and the high vector
distance.



Figure 6: Specificity result for the 8 videos (higher is
better).

Figure 7: Sensitivity result for the 8 videos (higher is
better).

Figure 8: HOG Correlation result for the 8 videos (higher
is better).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a segmentation method is presented for de-
tecting hands from a static background scene. The method
is shown to be accurate, robust, reliable and efficiently

Figure 9: HOG Euclidean distance result for the 8 videos
(lower is better).

Figure 10: Average result of the evaluation methods for
the 8 videos (higher is better).

Figure 11: Average result of the HOG Euclidean distance
for the 8 videos (lower is better).

computed, under different illumination conditions, shad-
ows, and complex backgrounds. A comparison of the most
commonly used visual cues for hand segmentation has been
done, namely skin colour and background subtraction, ap-
plied both separately and combined; using a standard eval-



uation scheme based on overlapping masks. Additionally,
we introduce a new evaluation scheme based on global his-
tograms of oriented gradients.

Although in general the results of the background
subtraction method and the combined one do not show
huge differences, it is assumed that in some cases the com-
bined method will profit from the advantages of both meth-
ods. Thus, for future work, a large database containing
more different backgrounds as well as moving objects (e.g
arms or other parts of the body) will be used for further
evaluation.
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